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Introduction: development of
Corpus of Contemporary
Lithuanian Language (CCLL)
• CCLL has been started 16 years ago at the Centre of Computational
Linguistics at Vytautas Magnus University

• Currently CCLL is:
– a 160m word corpus
– newspaper texts – 46%, non-fiction books – 32%, fiction books –
13%, documents – 3%, spoken language texts – 7%
– morphologically annotated
– freely searchable on-line
• CCLL has become a representative and authoritative source of
information for the usage of real Lithuanian language

Need for standardisation
• Main drivers:
– considering possibilities for simultaneous use of several national corpora (e.g.
for machine translation tasks),
– participation in large-scale national and international projects
– use of open-source and other available tools for corpus analysis, annotation,
search, sharing, etc.
– considering the future possibilities to join large national and international
infrastructures, such as CLARIN

Why TEI P5?
•

Choice between the three main alternatives named in the CLARIN short guide:
– standards developed by International Standards Organization Technical
Committee 37 Subcommittee 4 (ISO/ TC37/SC4),
– XCES (XML Corpus Encoding Standard),
– TEI P5 (Text Encoding Initiative)

•
•

ISO/ TC37/SC4 family of standards far from being stable
XCES - still not TEI P5 compatible, poorly documented, also rather limited in
annotation levels

•

TEI P5:
– a universal standard for text representation in a digital form, and, thus, a much
more complex one,
– rather flexible in defining different annotation levels,
– has well-defined semantics and rich documentation,
– can be easily adapted to various corpus encoding needs.

•

TEI P5 also chosen as the encoding standard by National Corpus of Polish, British
National Corpus, Bulgarian National Corpus, Croatian Language Corpus, etc.
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• CCLL is not stored as a single TEI conformant file,
• It is a collection of XML files, s representing separate corpus texts at different
annotation levels,
• Each document has its header (<teiHeader>), containing document metadata
• Corpus browsing is facilitated using a special directory file for the whole corpus

Annotation at the document
metadata level – former status
• Structure of the proprietary <header> element (used before):

Annotation at the document
metadata level – main issues
• Design of the TEI P5 conformant header (<teiHeader>) structure,
answering CCLL needs
– The main constituent parts of a TEI-conformant header (<fileDesc>,
<encodingDesc>, <profileDesc> and <revisionDesc>) flexible enough to cover all the
necessary elements for presenting bibliographical and non-bibliographical description
of an electronic text, relationship between the electronic text and its source and the
file revision history
– Quite some of the elements could be described in several alternative ways according
to TEI P5
– Where needed, additional description elements were added to the TEI document
header part.

• Design of an automatic conversion tool for the old proprietary CCLL
format
• Semi-manual procedure for entering new <teiHeader> fields
• Text taxonomy redesigned according to TEI P5 classification
declaration recommendations
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Annotation at the text structure level (1)
• Encoding of structure in serial composite publications, e.g.
texts in newspapers or magazines
• Main issues:
– Such
composite
electronic
texts
contain
corresponding
hierarchical structures of component elements – textual divisions
and subdivisions,
– Many different electronic sources – a variety of different formats
to convert to the defined TEI-conformant text structure
– requires the selection of a rather universal TEI element subset,
capable of covering different structural aspects of serial
publications,
– Corresponding automatic conversion tools have to be designed.

Annotation at the text structure level (2)

Structure is based on a nested set of <div> elements, usually representing
columns (rubrics), articles and paragraphs

Morphosyntactic annotation (1)
• Main issues:
– morphological analysis of the CCLL is carried out automatically by a
morphological annotation tool (tagger),
– In order to solve the ambiguity problem, 1 m word morphologically annotated
corpus has been created for training the tagger,

• Morphological annotation is executed as word-level markup, using
context disambiguated lemmas and morphosyntactic definitions
(MSDs)
– e.g., <w lemma="vyriausybė" ana="#dbmvk">vyriausybės</w>.

• The morphosyntactic specification, used for the CCLL, has been built
in the form, compatible with the MULTEXT-East multilingual dataset
for language engineering research and development

Morphosyntactic annotation (2)
Each MSD is linked to a TEI feature-structure library, which describes the
decomposition into morphological features:

<fs xml:id="dbmvk" xml:lang="lt" feats="#P1.1 #P2.2 #P10.1 #P11.1 #P12.2"/>
<f name=“POS" xml:id="P1.1" xml:lang="lt"><symbol value="dktv."/></f>
<f name=“Voice" xml:id="P2.2" xml:lang="lt"><symbol value="bend."/></f>
<f name="Gender" xml:id="P10.1" xml:lang="lt"><symbol value="mot.g."/></f>
<f name=“Number" xml:id="P11.1" xml:lang="lt"><symbol value="vns."/></f>
<f name=“Case" xml:id="P12.2" xml:lang="lt"><symbol value="klm."/></f>
….

Supporting tools
• The CCLL is equipped with a set of software tools, falling into
two main categories:
– Tools for annotating and managing the CCLL;
– Tools for the CCLL query and analysis.
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Conlusions
•

•

•

•

•

The process of transformation of the CCLL into a new standard has
proved to be a complicated, but necessary step in the development of the
corpus.
Whereas this task is rather difficult and time consuming endeavor, it may
be noted that selection of an appropriate format from several candidate
standards depends not only on functionalities of standards, but also on
how well they are documented.
In this aspect, TEI P5 standard stands out as a very well documented
standard.
Further CCLL development plans to include additional annotation levels,
namely syntactic and semantic metadata, mark-up of collocations, named
entities and other textual elements, necessary for various corpus-based
natural language processing tasks.
Preliminary investigation has shown, that TEI P5 encoding scheme
includes elements necessary for such annotation.
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